Future-Proof
Your Pumps
More for your customers,
more for your business.

Challenging convenience
As culture and technology change, so do
purchasing habits – convenience is no
longer enough to attract and retain
customers. Today, businesses like
yours face challenges that simply didn’t
exist 25 years ago.
Smokers prefer to vape, coffee-drinkers
pick drive-thru and innovation-seekers
drive electric cars rather than SUVs.
Customers expect you to provide
superior experiences, keep up with
other retail segments and combat
the reputation of being an unsafe or
undesirable place to shop.
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You’re also fighting to protect profits.
With the volatility of fuel prices, it’s
becoming more challenging to make
gains solely from fuel sales. In-store
offerings like foodservice bring in
more revenue than fuel. Last year,
foodservice made up 22.5% of sales
but 34% of profits. But how do you get
fuel-only consumers (which represent
nearly 70% of most c-store customers),
through the door?
And we can’t forget about the upcoming
EMV mandates. While other retail
verticals have adopted EMV-compliant
technology, many convenience stores
have yet to update their pumps to keep
up – making business vulnerable to
skimmers who install devices that steal
information from 30-100 cards each
day. Annually, these fraudsters steal
about $400 million from the pump.
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Refuel your customer
experiences
So, how can you help your business
succeed in the face of these challenges?
Investing in technology that supports
your needs now and in the future.
The average driver refuels four to five
times each month. But today, successful
convenience and fuel retailers are more
than places to get gas. By using solutions
to personalize experiences for your
customers, you can give them more at
the pump — from foodservice to traffic
updates to weather alerts.
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See how you can add more
value and opportunity at
your forecourt.
How can you re-define
your business?
Share relevant, relationshipbuilding communication
Engage with customers through
more personalization
Use forecourt technology as
marketing beacons
Provide save, EMV-compliant
solutions
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You can’t compete
with complete
NCR offers solutions for an ever-changing
landscape, helping you to increase nonfuel sales, drive consumer engagement
and comply with EMV regulations.
Tackle your business challenges by
controlling the content customers see
at your forecourt. Complete control of
the content in your forecourt means you
can deliver customized interactions,
boost brand loyalty and upsells based
on purchase history, preferences,
and habits.
Take a holistic approach to the
customer journey — pumping more
engagement into every experience.
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YOU CAN…
Enhance interactions at every location.

Convert gas-only
customers into in-store
customers
Retain customers through
loyalty integration
Interact with customers
and promote your brand
at the pump

Drive time-sensitive offers,
add-on items and updates
Use data to drive crosschannel engagement
opportunities
Offer foodservice ordering
and point-of-sale integration

Protect your business
from fraud with EMVcompliant technology
Manage your technology
simply from one single
location
Lengthen the lifespan of
existing dispensers

Integrate new apps and
innovations for more instore revenue
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Beyond engagement:
down to business
What starts as more meaningful
interactions at the pump leads
to higher profits, more efficient
business and stronger success
down the road.
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HOW CAN YOU GROW YOUR BUSINE SS?
Leverage forecourt solutions to work smarter – in every area of your enterprise.

Examine customer data

Personalize interactions

Leverage mandatory

to drive personalized

with membership rewards,

investments toward EMV

interactions

cross-promotions and more

compliance for added
security

Enhance customer

Future-proof your

experiences across all

forecourt by integrating

Update content on all

pumps

new apps and solutions

pumps from anywhere with
cloud-based technology

Manage, update, deploy

Offer loyalty programs,

and schedule custom

foodservice, games, news,

Run diagnostic tests,

content at your pumps

directions and traffic alerts

update software, remotely
inject debit keys and access

Boost ROI through

Create application

opportunities to convert fuel-

experiences with new

only to in-store customers

technology

aggregate reports
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Draw the line:
differentiate your business

When you work with our team, you

Your company is different from the rest.

and endless features that maximize

With future-facing tech, you can prove it.

impact and effectiveness. Create more

have access to in-house expertise,
support staff, custom development

touchpoints and more meaningful
Get complete control over your forecourt

transactions today. While we already

and a changing regulatory landscape, while

have many capabilities to boost

prepping your business for “the Next Big

business today, this program has

Thing” – no matter what it may be.

just begun.
As the evolution of technology and
consumer behavior continues, this
solution will continue to add more
value for you and your customer base.
With more customization, convenience
and capabilities, why would customers
choose another stop?
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retail.info@ncr.com
www.ncr.com/futureproof-forecourt

